
Botvise

I give answers 24/7

I guide and give personal advice

I connect to in/external experts

Help everybody 24/7 directly with our 
affordable predefined manageable solution

Make people more efficient

Make sure support desks and trainers can 
focus on making impact

Empower support

See who your workforce is and get smarter 
through technology + involved experts

Gain organizational insights



How can we make better use of the 
knowledge we have?

How can we be more engaging than
current communications?

How can we be present to all of our
colleagues?

Knowledge challenges

I am available for
everybody 24/7

I advise every individual
personally and collect 
statistics

I am learning
continuously thanks to
technology and people!



Improvements

1. Unburden (Office 365) 
trainers and support
Take away the most popular questions 
and guide the most important topics

2. Make employees more 
efficient and happier
Answer questions, get input, define 
user personas for personal advice

5. Reduce costs
Each prevented service ticket 
saves € 23 and precious time is 
saved for everybody

3. Increase 
organizational knowledge
The bot is constantly learning 
from questions and the use of 
language

4. Gain workforce
insights
The dashboard visualizes your 
workforce personas and 
conversation statistics

Support desk and trainers

Employees

Company

6. Reduce costs
Each prevented service ticket 
saves € 23 and precious time is 
saved for everybody



Botvise can answer 

questions but also 

ask questions to find 

an even better 

answer

By collecting your answers your 

persona can be determined for 

even better personal advice. 

Statistics of for example user 

choices are published to the 

dashboard



Botvise can involve 

(a subset of) other 

colleagues in finding 

yet unknown answers

In the mean time we report an 

unknown question. 

When the question gets 

answered the bot learns



Botvise can connect 

to chat agents 

directly, if online

When this provided answer is 

approved by the original 

question-asker or admin, the 

bot learns




